Future DVD Releases

APRIL 2020
The Assistant (R, DRA)
Bad Boys for Life (R, ACT)*
Cats (PG, MUS)*
Criminal Minds Final Season (TV-14, TV)
Dolittle (PG, FAM)*
Escape from Pretoria (PG-13, DRA)
The Gentlemen (R, ACT)*
Just Mercy (PG-13, DRA)*
The Last Full Measure (R, DRA)*
Like a Boss (R, COM)*
Little Women (PG, DRA)*
The Rhythm Section (R, ACT)*
Shameless Season 10 (TV-MA, TV)
The Turning (R, HOR)*
Underwater (PG-13, HOR)*

MAY 2020
Birds of Prey (R, ACT)*
Bloodshot (PG-13, ACT)*
Blumhouse’s Fantasy Island (PG-13, HOR)*
Doctor Who Season 12 (TV-PG, TV)*
Emma (PG, COM)*
Gretel & Hansel (PG-13, HOR)*
I Still Believe (PG, DRA)*
Onward (PG, FAM)*
Sonic the Hedgehog (PG, FAM)*
Wildlife (PG-13, DRA)

JUNE 2020
Watchmen Season 1 (TV-MA, TV)

COMING SOON (Release Date TBA)
The Aeronauts (PG-13, ACT)
American Factory (TV-14, ANF)*
Brittany Runs a Marathon (R, COM)*
Call of the Wild (PG, FAM)*
The Climb (R, COM)*
The Hunt (R, HOR)*
The Informer (R, DRA)*
The Invisible Man (R, HOR)*
Military Wives (PG-13, COM)
Seberg (R, DRA)
The Way Back (R, DRA)*
Wendy (PG-13, DRA)*

An asterisk (*) indicates also available in Blu-ray.